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ABSTRACT: : Multilevel inverter can generate wave form steped shape by reducing harmonic distortion
with increase or expansion in the voltage level number. This paper up to date pulse witdh modulation
method based on level shifted carrier redistribution technique that utilize control degree of vertical offset
among carrier. They are as PD (phase disposition method), POD(phase opposition disposition method) and
APOD (Alternate phase opposite method) also used a advanced control method NLC(Nearest Level Control)
is employed to generate gating signal for the power semiconductor swiches and reduce THD using different
method.
This paper up to date three phase modular hybrid cascaded multilevel inverter topology. This topology
desired in the reduction in the power switches, losses, installation area, voltage stress and converter coast.
Key Words: HCMMLI,PD,POD,APOD. And NLC method

I. Introduction (Multilevel inveter)
The inverter is a power electronic circuit which convert the DC power to AC power. Multilevel inverters
provide a cost-effective solution in the medium-voltage high-power energy conversion. Know MLI consist at
several switches, used in industrial application, Railway traction, drive and electrical vehicle.[4]

Fig. 1 Different level waveform
Voltage source the inverters generates an output voltage or an output current of 0 or ±Vdc. They are known
as two-level inverters. Multilevel inverters have aroused great interest in power and energy industry. Due to
the method of controlling the voltage in the structure it may be easier to create a powerful high voltage
inverter with a layer structure[1].
A. Classification of MLI

Fig. 2 Classification of MLI
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Main topology
Diode clamp
Flying capacitor
Cascated H-bridge
(A) HCMMLI
In this work, modular structure is focusing on point of simple design, less number of switches, less voltage
source prerequisite and without capacitor adjusting or balancing problem. All model is design by MHB [1]. T
– type inverter is constructed by two bidirectional switches and this inverter work as level doubling circuit
[1]. This inverter work on the isolated DC sources. PV array is replaced with the DC vol tage sources. PV
array datasheet is take from the solarex msx 60 panel [1]. To achieve the MPPT from PV, two main MPPT
algorithm are normally used such as perturbe and observe and INC method. Due simple algorithm and
efficient tracking, (P & O) is used [2,3]. After achieving maximum power from PV source output voltage is
not fulfil the desired value. So, connect a Boost converter to full fill the load requirement

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of HCMMLI
Points of interest of PV are Long running, high productivity and exceptionally clean power age. The little o/p
voltage of photograph voltaic cluster is utilized as a DC voltage source and inverter is utilized to associate
with lattice. In any case, these methodologies required high evaluated inverter. These framework empowers
low voltage by transformer. To win all issue, step - up transformer is required. Be that as it may, this
transformer expanded framework misfortune and cost. Along these lines, by Transformer less framework
has a few advantages like decreased cost, size, weight and confusion of inverter additionally expanded the
effectiveness.
The Multilevel inverter are the unrivaled for framework associated sustainable power source framework in
with transformer and transformer less framework.[1]
All module is developed by MHB and T – type inverter and it is likewise called as half and half fell secluded
staggered inverter. This framework has secluded structure is concentrating on purpose of basic plan, less
number of switches, less voltage source prerequisite and without capacitor adjusting issues. The
fundamental focal points of HCMMLI is measured in structure, use less number of intensity semiconductor
switches and with less entryway drive circuit prerequisite.
(1) Proposed module
The proposed cascaded hybrid Modular (HCM) MLI is built from a modify H-bridge module and TTL
inverter structure.
B. Modify H bridge module
Every module is fundamentally built from four unidirectional-blocking-bidirectional-leading MOSFET
control electronic switches S11, S21, S31 and S41. The alteration of the [1]established H-connect is as
appeared in Fig. The switch pair in the two arms (S11, S21) and (S31, S41) is complimentary or glorious in
nature. It can create four dimensions for positive +3V/2, +V/2 and for negative - V/2, - 3V/2 with legitimate
exchanging mixes recorded in Table. I.
For the most part, every module is requires three sources to deliver the previously mentioned dimensions in
the yield. This isn't a compelling way to deal with structure every module of multilevel inverter have more
sources. So as to diminish one source, two capacitors and one DC source are utilized . The voltage balance
between two capacitors is ensured by a charge balance control strategy . To utilize this control strategy, the
[2,3]exchanging states must have an excess. To profit the excess, the switch check may increment.
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Fig. 4 Modified H - bridge inverter simulation.
Table 1[1]
Sr No S11 S21 S31 S41 Voltage
Level
1
1
0
0
1
+3V/2
2
0
1
0
1
+V/2
3
1
0
1
0
-V/2
4
0
1
1
0
-3V/2

Fig. 5 Output Voltage and current waveform of MHB
The MHB proposed module has no repetition in the exchanging states in a single module, and by the
uprightness of its structure, common adjusting of capacitors is empowered. To explore this component,
meditate the MHB module is associated with a inductive burden as appeared in Fig Indicated Modyfied HB
recreation in underneath
C. T type three lag (TTL) three lag inverter structure.

Fig.6 Simulation of TTL
This module is look as a T shape so it is called as T – type inverter. It consisting four switches, two capacitor
and one voltage source. Two switches are Ta1 and Ta2, other two bidirectional switches are Pn. Capacitor
are C1 and C2 across the voltage VT with RL load connected. These switches produce three – level +V/2 , 0,
−V/2.[1]
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Table 2[1]
TTL switching table
Sr Ta1 Ta2 P
no
1
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
1
0

Voltage
level
+V/2
0
-V/2

Fig. 7 Out put Voltage and current waveform of TTL
D. Hybrid Proposed modular inverter simulation
When the MHB inverter and the TTL are connected, a modular hybrid multilevel inverter is created, as
shown in fig.
Positive side2V,3V/2,V and V/2, 0 and negative side -2V, -3V/2,V and V/2 in balanced mode. Symmetrical
output voltages and switch states suitable for stage “A” are briefly shown in the table. The exchange table for
the other two stages is the same, but in phase A the exchange moment is divided into 120 ° and 240 °. This
topology does reach a large pressure at the level of "L" [1, 3]. As shown in the figure.

Fig. 8 HCMMLI simulation
Table 3[1]
Switching states and output voltage of HCMMML for nine level
L no Sa11
Sa21
Sa31
Sa41
Ta1
Ta2
P
01
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
02
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
03
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
04
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
05
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
06
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
07
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
08
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
09
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
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+2v
+3v/2
+v
+v2
0
-v/2
-v
-2v
-3v/2
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Fig.9 Out put voltage and current wave form of HCMMLI for nine level
II Classification of MLI
Classification of multilevel inverter are shown in figure and classification of modulation technique is as
follows. Modulation technique is low and high frequency for high switching frequency is considered as
above 1KHz.[4]

Fig.10 Classification of Modulation Techniques
(1) Multi carrier PWM
The implementation of the different carrier PWM systems is workable for multilevel inverters. This paper
utilizes multi level deltoid waves generating as determined in. It can be a helpful answer for wave
generation for this topology. This strategy in is called carrier redistribution (CR) technique. This strategy is
driven from the deltoid carrier and has exclusively the most minimal switching frequency among the MLI
LPWM method.[4,5]
1) Alterative Phase Opposition Disposition method (APOD)

Fig.11 APOD method Sinusoidal reference with triangular carriers
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This technique requires that each carrier signal (m – 1) for phase m-level be shifted sequentially to level M
in 180 phases for different modulated signals, as shown in the figure.
2) Phase Opposition Disposition method (POD)

Fig12 POD method Sinusoidal reference with triangular carriers
The carrier waveforms, but the zero phase is based on up and down , higher and has a phase shifted
between 1800 phase shift between the ones above and below zero respectively as shown in Fig.[4,5]
3) Phase Disposition (PD)
In this method, all the wave carrier are in phase. Fig. the various modulating signals for nine-level inverter

Fig.13 PD method Sinusoidal reference with triangular carriers
The Nearest level control (NLC) method
Various MLI modulation schemes have been investigated and applied to MLIs such as level shifted PWM
(LSPWM), selective harmonic elimination (SHE) and space vector modulation (SVM) etc. The application of
SVM for MLIs is limited due to its complexity with an increase in the number of levels despite your efforts to
reduce. LSPWM implementation are implemented in three ways through various triangular carrier position
such as phase disposition method(PD), phase opposition disposition method (POD) and alternative phase
opposite disposition method (APOD)[4,5]. The smallest harmonic distortion can be obtain by PD method
with higher modulation indices as compared to diffrent disposition methods. The results in higher switchin g
losses due to LSPWM and higher carrier frequency to eliminate the lower order harmonics (LOH). LOH, SHE
removal clearance, which reduce switching losses. However, difficulties aries when the switching angle are
at higher level.

Fig. 14 Nearest level control technique
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Given a voltage reference Vref, the modulation index ‗m‘ the nearest output voltage level can be determined
as
The Nearest level control method is low switching frequency control technique [6,7]. This method leads to
reduction in switching loss. The topology proposed adopts the NLC algorithm. It uses the nearest level
voltage that can be made by converting to the output desired voltage reference. Examined waveform can be
shaped by contrasting the waveform reference and the current yield voltage with level tally L' as portrayed
in Fig.

Fig. 15 Nearest level control technique simulation result
III Simulation results of NLC and LSPWM method for THD comparison
LSPWM methods APOD, POD and PD methods THD compare with NLC method.NLC method reduced THD
compare with LSPWM methods.

Fig 16 (a) THD analysis of APOD Method

Fig. 16(b) THD analysis of POD Method

Fig. 16(c) THD analysis of PD method
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Fig. 16(d) THD analysis of NLC method
IV Boost converter
DC/CD converter with boost converters the under voltage level can be increase to useful levels of high
output voltage witch mainly used as inverter converter topology is shown in fig. [9]

Fig.17 Boost Converter
DC to DC boost converter
When the switch is turn on a pulse current flows through the inductor and the energy stored there. When
the switch is turn off power saving is turn off in inductor in the form of the magnetic field that correspond to
input voltage. The input voltage and voltage of the inductor are in series and fill the output capacitor with a
voltage higher than the input voltage.[9]
Design OF Boost Converter
A. Conventional Design
When designing an conventional boost converter, desired as per the output voltage is calculated the duty
cycle by equation [9,10]
Vo
𝐷 =1−
V1
Selection of inductor
The value of the inductor is selected on the basis of dpulse current calculated by the inductance at the
maximum input voltage given by the equation.[9]
𝐿=

𝑉𝑜 ×(𝑉𝑖−𝑉𝑜)
∆𝐼𝐿×𝑓𝑠×𝑉𝑜

Where ∆I is the inductor ripple current estimated. For conduction continuous mode the minimum require
inductance is Lc and calculated as:[9]
𝐿𝑐 =

𝐷(1−𝐷) 2 𝑅𝑜
2×𝑓𝑠

Selection of capacitor:
An value of capacitor is calculated the output voltage variation in or ripple in equation[9]
𝐶=

𝐷
𝑅𝑜 × 𝑓𝑠 × (
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Where desired output voltage∆Vo is, ripple, for 1% ripple ripple voltage corresponding to output voltage
equation [9]
𝐷
𝐶=
𝑅𝑜×𝑓𝑠×0.01

(V) Comparative analysis with CHB, FC and HCMMLI
Table no 5 [1]

VI Conclusion
In this paper has been discuss the Hyrid cascaded modular multilevel inverter using phase disposition,
Phase opposition disposition, Alternative phase opposition disposition and NLC(Nearest Level control) are
compared that four technique that can conclude that NLC method topology and HCMMLI is reduced number
of switches, THD and losses.The simulation results are shown in it and capable to generate all level in
symmetrical mode.
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